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A shape consisting of overlapping bands, which
are not symmetrical but instead dynamically
irregular, acting as elements that reflect inwards
and diffuse outwards, creating a warm and sunny
effect, which is both graphic and luminous at the
same time. A concept which extends the Le Soleil
suspension lamp to become a proper system,
including a wall lamp model, with the same
unmistakable scenic presence and appealing
brightness: standalone or in matching
compositions. The wall version of Le Soleil is not
a simple adaptation of the suspension model;

indeed, it has been completely redesigned in its
proportions, in line with its usage on the wall. The
lamp, which again is created by overlapping
different bands, takes up less room in terms of
depth, while retaining a significant presence
when observed up-front. Its shape is irresistibly
eye-catching and its light is diffused gently in the
surrounding space. Like the namesake model, the
Le Soleil wall lamp is also available in three
colours, each one corresponding to a different
personality: red, aquamarine and white. Teamed
with the suspension model in a living room, or

alone in a hall or corridor, up a staircase, beside a
bed instead of a traditional bedside lamp or floor
lamp: with the Le Soleil wall lamp, a universe of
possibilities opens up, thanks also to the
irregular pattern of the bands, which make it
different ever time, depending on how you look at
it.
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Le Soleil, wall
technical info

Description
Wall lamp with diffused and reflected light.
Lamp consisting of 4 diffusers with different
shaped oblique injection moulded
polycarbonate bands, matt finish. In the
colored versions, the diffusers are liquid
coated on the outside. Epoxy powder coated
metal wall mount, electronic ballast.

Materials injection moulded varnished
polycarbonate and metal

Colors white, aquamarine, red

Brightness light
diffused light

Le Soleil Weight
net lbs: 3,52
gross lbs: 6,18

Packaging
vol. cub. ft.: 0,741
n. boxes: 2

Bulbs
fluorescent 2x26W G24-q3

Certifications

Model

2D/3D drawings
photometric info
assembly instructions
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Le Soleil, wall
designer+collection

Vicente Garcia Jimenez

He was born in Valencia, Spain. Graduated in
Industrial Design at the faculty of Castellon de la
Plana, he moved towards Barcelona where he
collaborated with Santa & Cole. A great need of
developing his formal and creative skills brings him
in Milan, whence, after brief professional
experiences, he moved towards Udine. There he set
up his Studio, that collaborates with a lot of
companies, developing lighting products, furniture
and exhibitions’ settings.

Le Soleil Collection
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